Keep the school
under control
ALGiT TimeTable exceeds all the competition.
Contact us for a demonstration.

Plan all the events in the school process
like subjects’ timetable, morning and
afternoon care, teachers meetings, extra
students’ help, etc. Usually the plan is
different then implementation due to the
teachers or students absences and that
is why suplences need a good support.
Monitor all the action on the computer,
smart phone or tablet.

Manage all the events
using ALGiT TT

All your problems
are our challange:
•
•
•
•

ALGiT TimeTable

Everyday changes
Too much administration work
Overcrowding
Nobody for substitution,
while schedule is busy
• Unequally burdened teachers
• Unsatisfied parents and students
• Poor distribution of timetable
• Too much students’ transfers
• Day care separated from timetable
• Poor information’s for students
• Elective subjects with approximation
• How and where to save
• Handling a lot of unrelated
programs

Solution for you
Creating school time table is usually a painful job that gives you poor results. We wish to put an
end to this. Holes in the time table, frustrations of all involved in the school process, space
allocations, are all part of the history now. We know the problems of creating school time tables
and we know that your time is valuable and this is why we developed ALGiT TT.
ALGiT TT is the latest concept of school time table software creation. It is optimal solution for
your school. Data entry is your only job, then using the Evolution Artificial Intelligence ALGiT TT
creates the schedule for your school all by itself. For every student, teacher, classroom, group
teaching tools an so on.
This way, creating a school time table is not a privilege of a good combinatorians but of the
every ALGiT TT user.

Save on energy and transport
Having a compact time table reduces time of school activities and consequently reduces
energy consumption. You can connect it to your control system of your energy devices and the
effect is even greater. You can also optimize time tables of students that drive with school
buses and thus increase school savings.

Quoting the Maribor Biotechnichal school principal
The advantage of this program is that you insert all the “marginal conditions”, and then the
program creates the time table. It is hard to describe all the capabilities of the program
because there are so many, all I can do is recommend it and assure, you will be satisfied with
this software.
Anton Krajnc, principal
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Intelligent way for
optimal school time
table is using the
ALGiT TT software
CVIU Velenje
I had a positive experience with the
ALGiT TT from my previous job. ALGit TT
is the only program where we can
combine teachers’ time tables and
classrooms from the lower educational
standard (45 minute hours) together
with teachers and classrooms of the
special program (60 minute hours).
mag. Aleksander Vališer, principal

Primary school Koroška Bela
I have been struggling with time table
since June, for more than 10 years. Ever
since I am using the ALGit TT I am care
free. I can peacefully go on holidays and
in the last week of August there is still
enough time to create a time table with
all the changes that usually occur just
before the new school year.
Božena Oblak, ass. principal

Program description
Modules of ALGiT TT:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data entry and editing
Elective subjects and groups
Time table calculation
Suplences
Day care
Internet portal

Data entry and editing
Data entry takes one whole day at the
maximum and that is all that is expected
from you. You need to enter classrooms,
teachers, classes, subjects (basic are
preinserted), students (elective and level
subjects), specialties (meetings, etc.) and
extra requirements (movements of
teachers, etc.). You can combine different
classes or students. ALGit TimeTable also
supports a year time table which can
change every day (faculties and
professional schools)

Elective subjects
Process of elective subjects is optimized
and your only job is to insert the data. You
need to insert a list of elective subjects
based on the history of students’ choices
the program creates an offer for every
student. Consequently there are no false
selections. Then you insert students’

answers into ALGit TimeTable which, based
on the rang of the subject, group size and
maximum number of subjects or hours,
selects the most appropriate subjects.
Every student recieves a notification with a
list of selected subjects on which he can
object.

Reviews and reports

TimeTable calculation (using EAI)

portal.algit.eu

ALGit TT works on a different principle than
other competitive programs and combines
them much better than any human. First it
coordinates students based on groups of
elective subjects, level subjects and all the
others groups so that there are as few
potential overlays as possible. Then is starts
with a search of the solution that fits all the
participants in the schedule.

Suplences
You mark all the classes and teachers that
are absent, mark the hour and add a reason
of absence. ALGit TT will consider all the
conditions and suggest the substitutions
with a possibility of a human change. You
can publish the form on your internet page.
The program remembers all the history and
displays hours ob absence and suplences
for selected period.

ALGit TimeTablehas creates a set of reports
for teachers, students, principal, the main
time table and all the suplences. They are
suitable to be published on the internet or
simply uploaded to a portal.

ALGit TimeTable and suplences can be
easily viewed on the internet. You have the
reviews on classes, teachers and
classrooms, and with a special password
for all the students also.

Maintenance and support
ALGit TimeTable alerts you of a new version,
which is installed with a click of a button. We
offer support 12 hours a day.

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS OF
DIFFICULT PROBLEMS
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